Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment

Who takes the Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment?

Students in grades K-6 are assessed using the Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment.

What do the Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment measure?

The Math Unit Tests measure student mastery of the mathematical skills and content in a particular unit of instruction. In general, there are approximately five units instructed in each grade level. The Math End of Year Assessment is a cumulative measure of key concepts and skills instructed across the entire year. Both assessments measure student understanding of math concepts, math procedures, and math problem-solving skills.

How long do the Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment take to administer?

The Math Unit Tests and the End of Year Assessment are generally completed in one to two class periods each.

How many times a year are the Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment administered?

The Math Unit Tests are administered at the end of each unit, with each grade level having approximately five to seven units. The End of Year Assessment is administered in early June.

How does the district use the results from the Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment?

Schools use the Math Unit Test and End of Year Assessment results to determine areas of strength and need overall and for individual students. This analysis informs the attainment of mastery of state standards, planning of interventions for struggling students, and enrichment opportunities. In addition, the results of the assessments are used to monitor curriculum alignment and instructional practices in order to inform curriculum development and professional development.

How are the Math Unit Test and End of Year Assessment scores reported?

The Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment both are scored based on the number of correct answers provided by a student. A score of 75% or higher is considered meeting expectations for mastering the standards based on a review demonstrating that a score at this level provides high confidence that students have mastered the applicable state standards.

Where can I access my child’s Math Unit Test and End of Year Assessment data?

Math Unit Tests and End of Year Assessment data can be provided by your child’s teacher. Additionally, these assessments are available through the Home Access Center (HAC) system. All parents can request an account for HAC using a current email address.